
Raiser’s Edge NXT™

Comprehensive cloud-based CRM,  
fundraising and donor management

Smart Cloud Fundraising and Relationship 
Management Software for Non-Profits
Raiser’s Edge NXT is a complete fundraising and supporter management 
solution that enables non-profit professionals to operate more effectively 
and raise more funds for your mission. Custom-built for non-profits from the 
ground up, Raiser’s Edge NXT provides advanced technology designed to 
help grow your supporter base, cultivate new revenue streams and expand 
your organisation’s impact.

How will NXT help your non-profit?

Operate More Efficiently

Raiser’s Edge NXT allows you to operate more efficiently by streamlining 
data processes, relationship management and reporting to set a stable 
foundation for growth – all from within one smart, all-inclusive cloud 
solution.

1) Streamline Your Fundraising

Save time and money by consolidating disparate processes, communication 
and donor data into one, easy-to-use donor information management 
solution.

2) Achieve a Clear View of Performance

Make smarter, more effective decisions with intuitive reporting and 
dashboards that track customisable KPIs specific to your organisation, like 
donor retention levels or supporter acquisition rates.

3) Join Up Your Organisation

Easily access and share information across your organisation with a cloud 
platform and an open API that enables you to connect your systems and 
achieve a holistic view of your non-profit’s performance.

Features and Benefits

• Donor Management

• Cloud based

• Blackbaud SKY™ Reporting

• Major Donor Management

• Email Marketing

• Event Management

• Volunteer Management

• Membership

• Multi-Currency Payment

• Processing

• Mobile/Tablet Ready

• Open API

• PCI Compliant

• Microsoft Outlook™ 
Integration

• Smart Tags

• Unlimited User Licenses

• Full Gift Aid Management

Learn more
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Reach and Engage New Supporters

Raiser’s Edge NXT makes it easy to reach and engage new supporters with 
acquisition tools that help you communicate and fundraise more effectively 
to bring new supporters to your organisation.

1) Engage More Donors

Increase your organisation’s reach by connecting your digital and social 
media strategy with traditional offline channels like event and community 
fundraising.

2) Empower all Your Teams

Unite your fundraising, membership, volunteer, event, major donor, legacy, 
corporate and grant application programmes under one roof to maximise 
the potential of your supporters.

3) Drive First-time Donations

Make it easy for new donors to respond to appeals via integrated online 
donation forms that automatically process donations, pledges and payments.

Retain and Cultivate Existing Donors

Raiser’s Edge NXT comes as standard with the tools that allow you to stay 
connected to your donors and expand their support over time.

1) Retain More Supporters

Provide an unparalleled supporter experience through inbuilt intelligence 
that prompts actions to help manage key relationships, along with fully 
integrated email marketing that makes it easy to tailor mass supporter 
communications.

2) Upgrade Major Donors

Target top prospects among your supporters and glean insights with 
integrated analytics to turn them into major donors.

3) Empower Advocates

Equip your best supporters to raise money on your behalf with integrated 
peer-to-peer tools that allow them to effectively engage their own networks.

Why choose Blackbaud?

For more than 30 years, Blackbaud has developed and delivered powerful 
solutions that help non-profit organisations around the world do even 
more good. 35,000 organisations working for good employ a Blackbaud 
solution. Now, with Blackbaud’s NXT solution line, non-profit professionals 
have access to the industry’s most advanced, fully integrated cloud suite 
designed exclusively for non-profit organisations. No other non-profit cloud 
solution can match the intelligence, accessibility, performance, and user 
experience the NXT solution delivers – all with dramatically reduced IT and 
third-party costs, hassle-free upkeep, complete security and the world’s 
largest support network.

What next?

Raiser’s Edge NXT is a holistic 
solution with relationship 
management, online 
fundraising, analytics, secure 
payments and unlimited 
support included in one 
subscription price. To receive 
a quote, learn more or arrange 
a demo consultation with a 
product specialist, contact 
solutions@blackbaud.co.uk 
or head to fundraising.
blackbaud.co.uk/nxt

“Raiser’s Edge 
NXT has worked 
wonders for user 
adoption! Before NXT, 
around only 50% of 
staff were using our 
fundraising software, 
but now adoption is at 
almost 100% and our 
data is much cleaner 
as a result!”
—Louise Thompson, 

Senior Communications Manager 
NABS
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